nature biotechnology r e s o u r c e TAL effector proteins are proteins secreted by bacteria of the Xanthomonas family that can enter the nucleus of an infected host plant cell and bind to genomic DNA in a sequence-specific manner, thereby regulating the expression of adjacent host genes 1 . Recently, TAL effector proteins were found to have a highly modular domain architecture that dictates their sequence specificity. They are composed of a variable number of repeat units, each ~34 amino-acid residues in size, of which only two residues-called the repeat variable di-residue (RVD)-confer nucleotide specificity 2,3 . This modularity and the recently deciphered RVD code underlying nucleotide specificity 2,3 facilitate the generation of synthetic TAL effector proteins that can be linked to various effector domains to interfere with user-defined genomic loci in human cells. For example, overexpression of a C-terminal fusion of a VP16 transcriptional activation domain to an engineered TAL effector upregulated a gene of interest in a human cell line 4 . As shown first in the field of zinc finger nucleases 5 , TAL effector proteins can also be fused with a nuclease domain to induce double-stranded (ds)DNA breaks at a specific genomic locus. For dsDNA cleavage, two TALENs are engineered to bind adjacent to each other at a genomic locus of interest in such a way as to induce dimerization and activation of the nuclease domains 6 . Subsequently, editing can occur through homologous recombination with a donor DNA or through nonhomologous end-joining repair mechanisms 5 . TALENs have been used to edit endogenous loci in plants 6 , yeast 7 , Drosophila 8 , rat 9 , zebrafish 10,11 , nematodes 12 , human somatic and stem cells 4, 13 , and crickets 14 .
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The construction of large synthetic genes from multiple cassettes is challenging using traditional cloning techniques, especially when repetitive cassettes are to be assembled without altering the encoded amino-acid sequence. The most widely used technology to assemble TAL effector genes with a desired domain architecture is based on Golden Gate cloning, which employs type IIS restriction endonucleases to cut outside of their recognition sequence and thereby to generate arbitrary, nonpalindromic, 4-bp, single-stranded (ss)DNA overhangs that cannot be recut after ligation to a compatible ssDNA overhang. This approach has greatly facilitated and accelerated the synthesis of TAL effector genes 7, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , although it still requires considerable hands-on time and quality-control measures. At the same time, several critical procedural steps, such as the identification and isolation of correctly assembled TAL effector constructs, limit the applicability of this technology to high-throughput applications. Recently, an additional TAL effector synthesis approach called FLASH was described 20 . Geared to high-throughput production, FLASH uses a solid-phase strategy to ligate several TAL effector repeat unit fragments in a unidirectional manner. In an iterative process, newly added TAL effector repeat unit fragments are ligated to an immobilized DNA construct, and interlaced washing steps between the ligation events assure correctly ordered ligations. The final ligation product is then released from the solid phase by a restriction digest and is subsequently cloned into an expression-ready vector.
In contrast to conventional cloning techniques, LIC relies on much longer (10-30 bp) nonpalindromic, single-stranded overhangs of dsDNA fragments that are designed to anneal with the overhangs of other fragments in a highly specific manner 21, 22 . If one of the annealed DNA fragments contains a bacterial origin of replication, Escherichia coli can be transformed by an annealing reaction without prior ligation because the fragments' long overlaps do not dissociate during the transformation process and thus can be ligated by bacterial ligases. Recently, we and others published a two-step hierarchical LIC Transcription activator-like (TAL) effector proteins derived from Xanthomonas species have emerged as versatile scaffolds for engineering DNA-binding proteins of user-defined specificity and functionality. Here we describe a rapid, simple, ligationindependent cloning (LIC) technique for synthesis of TAL effector genes. Our approach is based on a library of DNA constructs encoding individual TAL effector repeat unit combinations that can be processed to contain long, unique single-stranded DNA overhangs suitable for LIC. Assembly of TAL effector arrays requires only the combinatorial mixing of fluids and has exceptional fidelity. TAL effector nucleases (TALENs) produced by this method had high genome-editing activity at endogenous loci in HEK 293T cells (64% were active). To maximize throughput, we generated a comprehensive 5-mer TAL effector repeat unit fragment library that allows automated assembly of >600 TALEN genes in a single day. Given its simplicity, throughput and fidelity, LIC assembly will permit the generation of TAL effector gene libraries for large-scale functional genomics studies.
r e s o u r c e assembly of nine gene-size DNA fragments and a backbone fragment, which relies on the controllable 3′ exonuclease activity of T4 DNA polymerase for the sequence-specific generation of single-stranded overhangs 23 . If one dNTP is supplied to this proof-reading polymerase, its exonuclease activity outcompetes its polymerase activity exactly until the terminal sequences of the dsDNA fragments in the reaction allow the incorporation of the supplied dNTP (chewback reaction). By designing the terminal fragment sequences to spare one nucleotide, one can thereby generate well-defined overhangs and thus orchestrate LIC-based multiple-fragment assemblies. Notably, upon transformation of multiple fragment assemblies, the LIC technology usually yields highly reliable assembly results with negligible or no background colonies. Therefore, under optimal conditions, no additional selection procedure, such as blue and white screening or colony PCR, is required to single out positive clones. Indeed, when carefully selecting ssDNA overhangs of high specificity, this technology even allows the expansion of assembled fragments in polyclonal bacterial cultures without prior selection of clonal colonies.
RESULTS
An assembly strategy to synthesize TAL effector genes using LIC We devised a strategy to assemble TALEN plasmids tailored to the previously published ∆152/+63-AvrBs3-like TALEN architecture, which is characterized by functionally optimized N-and C-terminal truncations and a C-terminal FokI domain (Fig. 1a) 4 . For the RVDs of the individual repeat units, we used the most common natural RVD-nucleotide cipher for T (NG), A (NI) and C (HD) 2 , and for G we chose the more specific but less frequent RVD NK 4 . To use the unique cloning fidelity of LIC for the rapid synthesis of TAL effector genes, we searched for the optimal combination of base-restricted sequence stretches that could be introduced into the coding sequence lying between two RVDs. For optimal cloning performance, each so-called ID stretch had to be at least ten bases in length and had to not overlap with any other used ID stretch by more than three bases. Also, it had to not alter the encoded amino acid sequence of the repeat unit at any position. By taking advantage of the degenerate nature of the genetic code, we could design four base-restricted ID sequences that were suitable for our approach (ID1-ID4; Supplementary Fig. 1 ). With four unique IDs it is possible to seamlessly fuse four fragments (e.g., 3 inserts + 1 plasmid backbone) per reaction using LIC technology. To this effect, we decided to use fragments composed of two consecutive TAL effector repeat units as the minimal cloning unit. This approach allows the generation of an 18-RVD TAL effector fragment in a hierarchical, twostep assembly process. To this effect, 64 2-mer fragments containing all 16 possible 2-mers flanked by four different ID combinations (IDs: 1/2, 2/3, 3/4 and 4/1) constitute the source library (Fig. 1b) . From this library, three individual 2-mer fragments can be assembled into a level 1 backbone plasmid to generate an intermediate 6-mer fragment containing six consecutive repeat units (Fig. 1c,d ). To generate 6-mer fragments with three unique ID combinations for the second LIC assembly, three level 1 backbones are required ( Fig. 1d and Supplementary Fig. 2a) . Subsequently, three 6-mer fragments are assembled as an 18-mer into a One repeat unit G3 2A C3 2A T3 2G A3 2G G3 2G C3 2G T3 2C A3 2C G3 2C C3 2C T3 2T A3 2T G3 2T C3 2T T3 3A A4 3A G4 3A C4 3A T4 3G A4 3G G4 3G C4 3G T4 3C A4 3C G4 3C C4 3C T4 3T A4 3T G4 3T C4 3T T4
∆152/+63-AvrBs3-like TALEN Fig. 2b ) that already contains the ∆152/+63-AvrBs3-like TALEN backbone with a C-terminal half-repeat unit (Fig. 1e,f) . The resulting TALEN contains 18.5 TAL effector repeat units and has a target specificity of the sequence 5′-T(N) 19 -3′.
LIC assembly yields functional TALENs
Testing of these assembly reactions showed that the fidelity of the 6-mer assembly reaction was exceptionally high: shorter fragment assemblies were rarely observed, and in none of the correctly sized 6-mer fragments were assemblies of the wrong order found. This feature allowed us to grow the assembled 6-mer fragments in polyclonal cultures after transformation, thereby avoiding single-clone generation. For example, we generated a TALEN pair (72L and 72R) that targeted the coding sequence of the human STAT6 gene (Fig. 2a) by assembling three 2-mer fragments into one 6-mer fragment, six times in parallel. The assembled 6-mer fragments were then used to transform bacteria that were grown in polyclonal cultures without further clonal selection procedures (Supplementary Fig. 3a) . DNA isolated from these cultures yielded the expected product sizes without any detectable side products. When we used the DNA from these cultures to transform E. coli and obtain single clones, we observed that 98.3% (59/60) of all tested colonies contained the correct insert (Supplementary Fig. 3b ). Moreover, Sanger sequencing confirmed the correct sequence of 6-mer fragments (data not shown). The polyclonal 6-mer digestions were subsequently used for a T4 DNA polymerase chewback reaction without any prior purification, and the respective three 6-mers were then assembled into the expression-ready level 2 backbone (Supplementary Fig. 3c ). Again, we transformed bacteria with the assembly reaction and propagated them without single-colony selection. Control digestions of the obtained 18-mer plasmids showed no discernable extra bands besides the expected 18-mer fragment, and retransformation of the DNA and analysis of the resulting single clones showed 100% correct product sizes (20/20) (Supplementary Fig. 3d ). Sequencing furthermore confirmed the fidelity of the assembled 18-mer fragments (9 out of 9 completely sequenced 18-mers were correct). To test the functionality of the hsSTAT6 TALEN pair, we transiently transfected HEK 293T cells with the two TALEN constructs and PCR-amplified the targeted locus 48 h after transfection. Using the mismatch-sensitive T7 endonuclease I (T7EI) assay 24 , we calculated a 30.6% cutting efficiency of this TALEN pair at the STAT6 locus (Fig. 2b) . 
Large-scale assembly of TALENs Without agar-based single-colony picking of the transformants, only 3 days are required to obtain a correctly assembled 18.5-RVD TALEN using the above-described two-level assembly protocol ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). However, subsequent experiments showed that ~50% of the polyclonally grown 18-mer assemblies contained trace impurities of smaller sizes. This problem could easily be circumvented by cloning the 18-mer assembly transformants using conventional agar plates, which led to 80-90% correctly assembled clones. Nevertheless, to automate LIC-based TAL effector synthesis for high-throughput applications, we wished to devise a strategy that would rely only on liquid-handling steps. We therefore developed a protocol based on limiting-dilution cloning to obtain liquid cultures derived from a single bacterial clone ( Supplementary Fig. 5 and Supplementary Note 1). We chose to assemble a set of 64 TALEN constructs in a semi-automated fashion targeted to critical exons within 32 target genes currently under study in our laboratory (Supplementary Table 1) . We used the level 2 backbone containing a C-terminal thymine-specific RVD and chose the spacer region to be in the range of 12-19 bp (targetable sites: 5′-T(N) 18 
T-[N 12-19 ]-A(N) 18 A-3′).
A pipetting robot automatically assembled LIC-ready 2-mer fragments in 384-well plates into 192 6-mer fragments, and these were subsequently transformed into bacteria in 96-well plates (Fig. 3a) . Bacteria were grown overnight in polyclonal cultures for subsequent DNA isolation, and plasmid DNA was obtained from all cultures. Control digestions showed that all 6-mer fragments displayed the expected product size of about 600 bp ( Supplementary  Fig. 6 ). The 192 6-mer fragments were then subjected to chewback, assembled into 64 18-mer constructs and used to transform bacteria (Fig. 3a) . These were either grown polyclonally or under limitingdilution conditions, whereas five cultures were inoculated. Ninetyseven percent (62/64) of the polyclonal inoculations displayed the correct 18-mer control digest band at 3.3 kb, but about half of the samples contained impurities of smaller assemblies, which made up roughly 10% of the total plasmid DNA of all samples taken together (Supplementary Fig. 7a) . In contrast, a perfectly correct plasmid preparation could be selected for 62 out of 64 assemblies within the first assembly attempt when five liquid cultures per assembly had been inoculated under limiting dilution at 50% growth (Supplementary Fig. 7b ). Correct clones of the remaining two assemblies could be obtained by inoculating five additional cultures each. Altogether, this semi-automated assembly procedure allowed us to generate 64 expression-ready TALEN constructs within 3 working days.
Validation of genome editing activity
To study the functional activity of the 32 TALEN pairs, we transfected HEK 293T cells and assessed genome editing activity 48 h later using the T7EI assay. Of the 32 tested, 19 TALEN pairs showed genome-editing activity with calculated mutation frequencies ranging from 2% to 39% (Fig. 3b) . Notably, two of the nonfunctional TALEN pairs (MIB2, IKBKE) showed good editing activity in an in vitro cleavage assay, indicating that target accessibility within 293T cells is a limiting factor (data not shown). Therefore, to control for possible target-accessibility constraints, we decided to target a genomic locus that we had previously identified to be amenable to TALEN-mediated genome editing (exon 3 of hsSTAT1) with another set of TALENs. Using the above-described LIC assembly approach, we generated 10 TALEN pairs that could be functionally tested in 29 reasonable combinations with varying spacer length ( Supplementary Fig. 8a,b 
293T cells confirmed that the spacer length is a critical determinant of the genomic targeting efficiency. At the same time, this set of TALENs displayed a higher success rate compared with the randomly chosen 32 target sites. Indeed, within the previously published optimal spacer length of 12-20 bp for the ∆152/+63-AvrBs3-like TALEN architecture 4 , 12 out of 14 TALEN combinations induced calculated mutation frequencies ranging from 3% to 61% (Supplementary Fig. 8c ).
When analyzing all 42 TALEN pairs tested, we observed the highest mean genome-editing activity at a spacer length of 14 or 15 bp, with 13 out of 17 TALEN being active (Fig. 4a) . When assessing the frequency of the four individual RVD repeat units within these TALEN pairs, we observed no correlation between RVD usage and on-target activity (Fig. 4b) .
A 5-mer library for high-throughput TAL effector gene assembly To further enhance the throughput of our assembly approach and to further reduce the turnover time, we decided to generate a level 1 fragment library containing TAL effector repeat unit fragments large enough to generate functional TALENs within only one LIC assembly step. To this effect, we chose to generate a 3,072-piece plasmid library (3 × 4 5 ) containing all possible 5-mer fragments in three ID combinations (Fig. 5a) . This size was chosen as a good trade-off between manageability of the library on the one hand and a suitably high sequence specificity of the final TAL effector genes (15.5 RVD repeat units) on the other. To generate 5-mer fragments with three different ID combinations (IDs: 4/3, 3/2, 2/1), we generated an additional set of 1-mer fragments, an additional level 1 backbone (ID: 2/1) and a new set of level 2 backbones (ID: 4/1). Subsequently, using a robot, we performed 3,072 5-mer LIC assemblies and transformed the resulting constructs into bacteria (Fig. 5b) . From these, monoclones were generated and DNA was extracted. For 99.67% (3,062/3,072) of the assembled 5-mers, a correct clone could be selected using analytical restriction digests, and 7 out of 7 randomly selected 5-mer fragments displayed the expected sequence upon Sanger sequencing (Supplementary Fig. 9a) . Without further adjustments, DNA of the 5-mer library was then digested and chewed back to prepare for the one-step TAL effector gene assembly (Fig. 5c) . To test the assembly process using the 5-mer fragment library, we manually assembled a set of four individual 15.5-RVD TALEN constructs in two independent assembly reactions each. As previously observed for the 18-mer assembly reactions, a high percentage of correctly sized 15-mer fragment clones (82%) was obtained.
In addition, two out of two analyzed 15.5-RVD TAL effectorN clones displayed the expected sequence (data not shown). To test the functional activity of the 15.5 RVD TALENs, we generated a set of three TALEN pairs targeting exon 5 of human STAT6 and tested these for genome-editing activity (Fig. 6a) . Two out of three TALEN pairs showed genome-editing activity, with calculated mutation frequencies of 30% and 31%, respectively (Fig. 6b) . Additional experiments targeting STAT1 showed similar results (data not shown).
To demonstrate the applicability of this library to high-throughput assembly, we accommodated the 5-mer fragment library on a liquidhandling robot and performed 768 15-mer assembly reactions in a single day (Supplementary Table 2) . Transformants of the assemblies were grown at limiting-dilution conditions in septuplets to obtain monoclonal 15.5-RVD TALEN constructs (Fig. 5c) . For 90% of all assemblies (688/768), at least one inoculated culture grew at the first attempt. Analyzing the clonal 15.5-RVD TALEN constructs using restriction digest revealed that for 89% (619/688) of these assemblies a correctly sized construct of ~3 kb could be obtained ( Supplementary  Fig. 9b) . Notably, subsequent sequencing confirmed the fidelity of the assembly reactions, with 20/20 sequencing reactions displaying the expected sequence. Altogether these results show that LIC assembly allows high-throughput synthesis of TAL effector constructs in a onestep assembly reaction with exceptional fidelity. DISCUSSION TAL effector technology represents a breakthrough in the field of genome engineering. The elegance of TAL effector proteins is their modularity, as their domain structure dictates their DNA sequence specificity with a 1:1 repeat unit-to-DNA base relation 2, 3 . Given that individual repeat units seem to bind their target bases in a relatively context-independent manner, it has become possible to easily apply the TAL effector cipher to engineer designer TAL effectors of any specificity. However, owing to their repetitive domain architecture, synthetic TAL effector genes are difficult to generate using standard cloning procedures. To date, various cloning technologies have been published that make use of either cut-ligation cloning 7, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] or conventional ligation cloning combined with a solid-phase system 20 . All of these methods rely on the specificity of four-nucleotide overhangs and the use of ligase for the actual assembly process. This poses the risk of imprecise assemblies and also complicates the automation of these techniques.
LIC assembly technologies yield highly reliable cloning results with negligible or no background colonies, even when assembling four fragments at once 23 . Based on this observation we developed an LICbased assembly strategy to synthesize 15.5 and 18.5 RVD TAL effector constructs within 2 or 3 working days. Our technology consists of npg r e s o u r c e only simple pipetting steps and does not require any PCR, agarose gel purification or sequencing reaction, and, moreover, it can be practiced with standard laboratory equipment. Another major advantage of LIC technology is its extremely high assembly precision, which can be attributed to the highly specific annealing of long ssDNA overhangs. This results in a very high percentage of correctly assembled constructs. Indeed, up to now, we have never observed incorrect sequences of correctly sized TAL effector constructs. In this respect, a simple restriction digest proved to be sufficient to validate the correctness of an assembly reaction, thereby avoiding sequencing reactions for quality control. Notably, our assembly technology is not restricted to the 15.5 or 18.5 repeat unit TAL effector architecture demonstrated here. With the currently available repeat unit fragments, it is also possible to generate 16.5-and 17.5-RVD TAL effector constructs. Moreover, by adding another set of 1-mer fragments to the library, TAL effector genes with 9.5 to 14.5 could be generated with the same assembly throughput (Supplementary Fig. 10 ). In addition, the functionality of the TAL effector constructs can be adapted by exchanging the FokI domain for other domains. Also, newly characterized RVD repeat units could easily be incorporated into the LIC assembly platform by generating novel 1-mer or 2-mer fragments.
There have been only a few reports in which the on-target activity at endogenous loci has been studied for a reasonable number of TALENs. One study reported a success rate of 87.5% (84/96) when targeting randomly selected endogenous loci in U2OS cells 20 . Usinwg the same TALEN platform, another study reported 60% working TALEN pairs (6/10) with an activity of >2% in zebrafish 25 . The success rate of our LIC-assembled 18.5-RVD TALEN pairs lies within the range of 59% (19/32), for endogenous loci that were randomly selected, to 86% (12/14), for a locus that was preselected for prior TALEN activity. Given that these studies differ in many critical variables, (e.g., the cell type targeted, the technique used to measure on-target activity) and the TALEN architecture itself (e.g., use of the possibly loweraffinity RVD NK 26 ), it is difficult to attribute these differences in targeting activity to a specific experimental or technical parameter. Additional studies are required to dissect the individual contribution of these factors.
The speed, ease of use, high fidelity and amenability to automation of the LIC assembly technology make it well suited to high-throughput cloning. We used our method to generate a plasmid library encompassing all possible 5-mer TAL effector repeat unit arrays, which expedites and simplifies the synthesis of TAL effector constructs. With this resource in hand, only one four-piece assembly reaction followed by a bacterial transformation reaction is required per TAL effector construct, thus effectively reducing the number of hierarchical assembly steps from two to one. Using limiting-dilution cloning, it is possible to obtain ready-to-transfect plasmid DNA of a TAL effector construct within 24 h. As no special laboratory equipment is needed, we expect that every laboratory can easily apply this technique to generate TAL effector constructs at a fidelity, throughput and simplicity unmatched by any of the currently available techniques (for a comparison with the Golden Gate and FLASH methods, see Supplementary Table 3) . At the same time, our one-step LIC assembly platform provides a realistic prospect for the generation of genome-wide TALEN libraries within a reasonable timeframe. We anticipate that such libraries will provide a valuable tool for advancing functional genomics by loss-of-function approaches as did the short interfering RNA and short hairpin RNA libraries in the past decade. Future studies aimed at exploring the determinants of off-target effects and of on-target activity will be important for the design of TALEN libraries with maximum specificity and activity.
METHODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper.
